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Abstract 

This paper considers questions of conditioning of and numerical methods for certain 
differential algebraic equations subject to initial and boundary conditions. The approach_ taken 
is that of separating "differential" and "algebraic" solution components, at least theoretically. 

Th.is yields conditioning results for differential algebraic boundary value problems in terms 
of "puren differential problems, for which existing theory is well-developed. We carry the pro
cess out for problems with (global) index 1 or 2. 

For semi-explicit boundary value problems of index 1 (where solution components are 
separated) we gi-ve a convergence theorem for a special class of collocation methods. For general 
index 1 problems we discuss advantages and disadvantages of certain symmetric difference 
schemes. For initial value p oblems with index 2 we discuss the use of BDF schemes, summariz
ing conditions for their successful and stable utilization. 

Finally, the present considerations and analysis are applied to two problems involving 
differential algebraic equations which arise in semiconductor device simulation. 

Subject classification: AMS(MOS): 65L10. 

Keywords: Differential algebraic equations, initial value problems, boundary value problems, 
conditioning, index, collocation, BDF, semiconductor device simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Often in applications, a differential problem is naturally cast in the form 

</>( t,x,x 1) = O a<t<b, 

subject to some boundary conditions at one or more points, i.e. x, = : appears implicitly, 

rather than explicitly as in the more usual form required by most standard software. When 

considering classes of problems of this form, the matrix 

E(t) := aq,(t,x(t),x ,(t)) 
ax, (2) 

plays a crucial role. If E(t) is nonsingular, a<t<b, then (1) can be converted, at least in princi

ple, to an explicit ODE form, and standard numerical ODE schemes are expected to work as 

usual. (In practice, however, a conversion of the nonlinear ODE (1) to an explicit form may not 

always be simple or even possible. Still, while standard software may be inapplicable, we know 

at least how to choose and implement suitable methods.) 

Here we consider cases where E( t) is singular, which means that in ( 1) there is a mixture 

of differential and algebraic equationa (DAEs). Such equations have been the topic of an intense 

analytic and numerical investigation recently, especially for initial value problems (IVPs); see, 

for instance, [Ge], [GePe], [Ca], [Pe], [Mal], [Ma2] and the monograph [GrMa]. 

The simplest instance of DAEs is when the differential and the algebraic equations are 

separated, so we have 

0 = f(t,y,z) (3a) 

zt=g(t,y,z) (3b) 

() R n () Rn. rrll(t)-- af(t,y(t),z(t)) where y t E Y, z t E , n=nz+nv and we assume that u- _....._ .............................. 1s non-
ay 
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singular for all a<t<b. Hence E(t)= [ g 1~.) , where 11 denotes the lxl identity matrix. The 

system (3) is subject to nz boundary conditions (BC) involving y and z. Such a system arises, 

for example, when attempting to find the reduced solution of a singularly perturbed system with 

separated ( decoupled) fast and slow components, i.e. when we set E=O in 

EY ' = f( t,y ,z) (4) 

with {3b) holding, 

Despite the efforts reported in the literature, there are still many questions regarding the 

numerical solution of DAEs which presently are not answered satisfactorily, especially for boun

dary value problems (BVPs). The class of equations (1), (2) with .E( t) singular contains prob

lems with a very wide variety in difficulty, from essentially trivial to very difficult to solve. An 

attempt must therefore be made to define subclasses of easy and of manageable DAEs. This is 

usually done in terms of the (global) index [GePe], [GrMa], [LoPe]. DAEs with index 1 (or 
• 

transferable DAEs, of which (3) is a special case) are generally well-understood theoretically, 

and corresponding initial value problems are numerically handled, using BDF schemes, with ease 

comparable (almost) to that of handling stiff ODEs. A general-purpose code is also available 

[Pe]. In contrast, there are no comparably good methods developed for boundary value DAEs 

with index 1 (see [GrMa]). 

DAEs of a higher index are less weU,;understood and are more difficult to solve numerically. 

They are noted to be ill-posed (see, e.g. [GrMa]), so corresponding numerical processess are ill

conditioned, and some efforts to regularize them have been reported (e.g. [Ma], [Ha], [Cal). How

ever, these efforts do not appear at the time of this writing to have yielded effective general 

numerical methods for practical problems of this type. Indeed, the existence of practical prob

lems representing stable physical processes which are modeled as such "ill-posed" mathematical 



equations { e.g. [PeLo]) may require some reflection. Moreover, such initial value problems are 

often solved successfully in practice by a BDF-based method [LoPe], [PeLo]. A careful considera

tion, such as given e.g. by [GrMa] and the other papers cited, is required regarding the nature of 

this difficulty, which goes beyond the mere increase in roundoff error accumulation. 

Let us explain this last point further: To be sure, increased roundoff error amplification is 

expected as the global index increases. Generally, if a discretization with a mesh 

is used, with 

N 

h := max hi, 
1$.t~N 

{5a) 

{5b) 

then for a problem with index m, an 0( E h"jm+l) roundoff error amplification 1s expected 
i=l 

[GrMa]. (This amplification is, incidentally, unbounded as h-..O also when m=l, but it does 

not depend on min hi then.) But this alone is not necessarily a practical reason to bring in the 
i 

heavy guns of regularization, with the inherent loss of information they entail. A similar 

roundoff error amplification is obtained when discretizing directly a scalar ODE of order m. A 

reformulation of the latter into a first order system, which brings the roundoff error accumula

tion down to O(N), is usually found practically unnecessary. {A particularly poignant case in 

point is the code COLSYS [ACR] compared to its newer version [BaAs] which realizes such an 

improvement of roundoff error accumulation with the same discretization. This improvement is 

usually not crucial when working with ~15 decimal digits, but see examples and discussion in 

[APR], [AsBa].) Finding the numerical solution of a DAE problem with index 3, say, often 

presents much more severe obstacles than solving directly for an ODE of order 3. 
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In this paper we take the point of view that a reasonable class of DAEs to consider is such 

that, upon separation of differential and algebraic equations and solution components, yields a 

well-conditioned boundary value problem for the differential part. This excludes many patho

logical examples which have appeared in the literature for higher index problems. We develop 

conditions and conditioning constants (bounds) resulting from this criterion for DAEs with 

index 1 and 2 (§§ 3,4). (The principle applies to higher index problems as well.) 

Consider a linear form of (1) 

E(t)xt = A(t)x + q(t). (6) 

We further emphasize, as in [GrMa], the smoothness of the solution components x(t) 

corresponding to the smoothness of the inhomogeneity components q(t). This we follow also 

when considering numerical methods, by considering mostly collocation methods in piecewise 

polynomial spaces (see, e.g., [dBSw], [As2]). Such collocation methods enjoy also the interpreta

tion of implicit Runge-Kutta schemes, and include basic schemes like backward Euler, the tra

pezoidal and the midpoint schemes. Results like order reduction for certain Runge-Kutta 

schemes are naturally understood in the restricted collocation context (see [AsWel], [AsWe2], 

[AsWe3]). 

In §2 we consider the simple semi-explicit DAE case and apply the old idea of collocating 

for different solution components in different piecewise polynomial spaces. This yields the con

vergence theorem 12, which to our knowledge has not appeared before. In §3.1 we consider 

briefly use of marginally stable symmetric difference schemes for DAEs of index 1, and in §4.1 

we look at what is needed for BDF schemes to work for initial value DAEs of index 2. In both 

cases a decisive consideration is whether or not the system can be brought into a semi-explicit 

form ( where the differential and algebraic solution components are decoupled) by a constant 

transformation. For, none of the usual discretization schemes models a time-dependent 



decoupling transformation (specifically, the term 'r1 Tl m (15a) below) very well, and the 

effects of this get worse as the index increases. 

In §5 we describe two applications of these considerations to the semiconductor device 

equations (see, e.g., [Marl). First we look at a boundary value DAE of index 1 for the one

dimensional steady state problem. Then we look at the time dependent problem (with a few 

space variables) which, after applying the method of lines, is an initial value DAE of index 

"almost 2", and briefly evaluate some numerical methods which have been used for its solution. 

It should be remarked that numerical experience suggests that the time dependent problem is 

"easier" in some sense to solve than its steady state counterpart, and the latter has been shown 

under certain restrictions to be well-conditioned [AMSSW]. 

2. Simple, semi-explicit DAEs 

We begin with a simple case to illustrate some ideas. Consider the DAE system (3) with 

af(t,yJ;'z(t))· nonsingular for all a<t<b. This DAE does not cause much difficulty, theoreti-

cally or numerically. In fact, the numerical solution of (3) can be much easier than that of 

(4),(3b). It is often possible and desirable to use (3a) to eliminate yin terms pf z and substitute 

into (3b) to obtain a system of order nz in standard form. Even if such an explicit elimination 

is not possible an implicit one is, upon noticing that in (3) z( t) is generally one derivative 

smoother than y(t). Note that (3) is subject to nz (not n) BC. These correspond to the integra

tion constants in (3b), so for an IVP, z(a) alone (and not y(a)) should be prescribed. For the 

linear BVP 

(7a) 
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(7b) 

(7c) 

with U11( t) nonsingular, we have from (7a) 

(7d) 

and this can be substituted into (7b) and (7 c) to obtain a regular BVP of order nz for z( t). If 

this latter BVP has a unique solution then the BC (7c) are said to be consistent. We will 

assume not only that the BC are consistent, but that the BVP for z is well-conditioned. Thus, 

if we write the BVP for z as 

z, = A(t)z + q(t), 

BaZ(a) + Bbz(b) = f3 

(8a) 

(Bb) 

(matrices appearing in (8) are all nzXnz), then there exists a constant ,c of moderate size such 

that 

(see, e.g., [AMR, §3.2]). Translating this back to the DAE problem (7), and assuming that 

there are constants K; such that 

and that the boundary matrices are scaled to 1, we obtain the stability bounds 

llzlloo ~ 1e(llg2ll1 + K1llg1ll1 + I/JI + K2(lg1(a)l+lg1(b)I)), 

IIYI loo ~ K3llzl loo + K2I jg1lloo• 

(9a) 

(9b) 

Above we have assumed that the coefficient matrices lP1 are sufficiently smooth and that 

g = [ :~) E L00(a,b) {more carefully, g 1 E £00 and g 2 E £1). From (9) and (7) it is then 
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clear that y is as smooth as g 1 is and z, is as smooth as y;' is. 

Generally, z is one derivative smoother than y. It is natural to reqmre that this be 

reflected in the numerical approximation, as is suggested when collocation is considered. We 

now recall this method for a scalar ODE of order m, 

d"'u 

dt"' 
(m) - f(t I (m-1)) u - ,u,u , ... ,u ' a<t<b, (to) 

subject to m boundary conditions. We say that a function v is in Pk +m if v( t) is a polynomial 

of order k+ m ( degree < k+ m) on an appropriate interval, and that v is in Pk +m ,,r if v( t) is a 

piecewise polynomial which is in Pk +m on each subinterval of the mesh 7r of (5). A k-stage col

location method under consideration is determined by a mesh 7r and a set of k points 

(lla) 

An approximate solution u,..( t) defined on [ a, b] is determined such that 

U,r E I\ +m ,,rnC m-l[a ,b ], u,.. satisfies the BC, and U,r satisfies the differential equation (10) at 

the collocation points 

1 ::; j ::; k, 1 ::; i ::; N. (llb) 

Thus, for various ODE orders the approximation space is determined so that the highest deriva

tives appearing be in Pk ,.., independent of m. In (3a) the "order" is O, so we require the collo-, 

cation approximation y ,..( t) of y( t) to be in the piecewise discontinuous space Pk ,r· Following , 

the recipe in [As2], we can represent the solution polynomials in each mesh subinterval using 

say a Runge-Kutta basis, which amounts to using Lagrange interpolation at collocation points 

for the highest derivative appearing in each component, and then locally eliminate the k 

coefficients of the representation of each component of y ,..( t) in each subinterval of the mesh, 

after linearization. The nonsingularity of l/11 ( t) guarantees that this is possible to do. This 
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idea is natural in the context of mixed order ODE systems, and extensions of COLSYS using it 

have been implemented [Ho], [Ba]. 

It is important to realize that while (3) can be viewed as a limit of a stiff BVP, it is not 

necessarily "stiff'' in itself, provided that the lower smoothness of y( t) (hence of its approxi

mant y 1r( t)) is recognized. If one follows the recipe of eliminating the local representation of 

y 1r( t) then a collocation approximation for the BVP (8) in z( t) alone is obtained. (If the BC 

(7c) involve y(a) or y(b) then (7d) is applied to obtain (Sb) .) The usual collocation theory then 

applies. We have 

Theorem 12. 

Assume that there are integers p ~ k ~ 1 such that 

(a) the linear BVP (7) is well-conditioned, in the sense that K, K 1, K 2 and K 3 are of a 

moderate size; has coefficients in O'[a,b]; and has a solution y(t) E Cl'[a,b], 

z(t) E QP+l[a,b]; and 

(b) the k canonical collocation points p1, ••• ,P1c of {lla) satisfy the orthogonality conditions 

1 le 
J</J(t) TI (t-p1)dt = O 
0 l=l 

(12a) 

( this implies that p S 2k). 

Then for h small enough the following hold: 

(a) The collocation method described above has a unique solution Yir(t) , Z,r(t). 

(b) There exists an implementation such that the solution scheme is stable, with a condition 

number cKN, c a constant of moderate size. 

( c) The following error estimates hold at mesh points: 

1 sis N+l. (12b) 
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(When p > k+l, this is called superconvergence.) 

( d) At any point in [a,b], the error in z satisfies 

t-t• 
z(11( t)-zV1( t) = h~+i-;z(H1)( ti) p..11 ( T,) + 0( ht+2-;) + 0( hP) 

1 

where 

1 e 1c 

P(e) = k'( )' f(x-e)m-1 II (x-p1)dx. 
, m-1 . 0 l=l 

(e) At collocation points the error in y,,, satisfies 

In particular, if P1c=l then 

(f) At any point in [a,b], the error in y,,, satisfies only 

Thus, if PA:<1 then the superconvergence order at mesh points is lost. 

(12c) 

(12d) 

(12e) 

(121) 

(g) At any point t in [ a,b], the error in y can be made comparable to that in z by redefining 

the approximation to y(t) using (7d) and Z,r(t). In particular, defining 

(12g) 

yields 

(12h) 

Proof: Parts (a)-(d) are proved in (As2, Thm 11]. Part (e) follows trivially from the fact that 
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the algebraic equations (7a) are exactly satisfied by the approximate solution at collocation 

points, noting {9b). Part (f) follows from {12e) and the fact that y ,,.( t) is a polynomial of order 

k on each mesh subinterval. (Note that the superconvergence order for z( t) follows from ortho

gonality in the integration, and for y{t) there is no integration.) Finally, Part (g) is obvious. 

0 

A similar theorem holds for nonlinear problems (3) as well (using Newton's method), 

extending [As2, Thm 13]. 

Example 1 

Taking k=l, p1=.!., yields the midpoint scheme for z(t). For (3) we obtain 
2 

1 
where ti+l/2 =ti+ 2 hi, and y,,.(t) is piecewise constant with y,,.(t) = Yi+i;2, t,$:t<ti+l· 

Improved values for y at mesh points may be obtained by post-processing, solving 

for y ,, l~i~N+l. {One Newton iteration per mesh point, for a system of size n
11
, starting from 

y ,,.(ti), should ordinarily suffice.) 

D 

Remark 
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We wish to emphasize again that the numerical methods considered in this section for (3) 

are simpler than the corresponding ones for (4), (3b). This is in contrast to the cases for more 

general DAEs, where numerical methods generally perform at best as well as for the correspond

ing stiff ODEs (and often worse). Indeed, regularization methods have been proposed which 

imbed the DAE in a stiff ODE. But if the origin of the DAE under consideration is a 

"simplification", e.g. a reduced problem, of a well-conditioned ODE problem, then one should 

keep in mind the option of not solving the DAE problem at all. 

D 

3. Boundary value DAEs with index 1 

The situation for DAEs gets more complicated when the differential and algebraic solution 

components are mixed together. Thus, consider a linear DAE (6) subject to boundary condi-

tions 

BaX(a) + B,,x.(b) = p. (13) 

We asume that there are nonsingular matrix functions S( t), T( t), T differentiable, such that 

(14) 

It is not difficult to see that with the notation 

(15a) 

(15b) 

g(t) := S-1(t)q(t), (15c) 
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we obtain the semi-explicit DAE (7a,b). Also, {7c) holds with 

The condition of solvability for y in terms of z is again that the upper left nvx nv block of 

U, U11(t) = (S-1A1j 11 (t), be nonsingular for all a~t<b, and this condition defines index 1 for 

the DAE (or, transferability of the DAE in [GrMa]). If this condition holds then (7d) holds and 

y( t), the "algebraic part" of the solution, can in principle be eliminated from (7b,c), yielding a 

standard ODE problem (8) for the "differential part". Proceeding as when deriving (9) we 

obtain 

Theorem 16 

Let the DAE (6) have index 1 and assume that, with the transformation (15), (7d), the 

BVP (8) is well-conditioned, with a conditioning constant K,, Further, assume that there are 

constants K; such that 

IITII ~ K1, 11s-111 ~ K2, IIAII ~ K3, 

II r-1 T 11 I ~ K4, 

ll[(S-1AT) 11t 1 II ~ Ks, 

K 6 := K 1K2K3, K7 := K6 + K4, K 8 := 1 + K6K5• 

Then the unique solution x(t) of the boundary value DAE (6), (13) satisfies 

(16a) 

{16b) 

{16c) 

{16d) 

{16e) 

In (16a-e), the maximum norm int over [a,b], with some consistent local (pointwise) vector and 

matrix norms, is taken. 

D 
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Remarks 

(a) The constant K5 measures "how transferable" the DAE is: If K5 is large then the DAE is 

"closer" to one of a higher index. 

(b} The constant K 4 measures the rate of change with t of the null space of E( t). The dimen

sion of this null space is of course constant and equals n
1
,. 

(c} the size of K6 depends on the scaling of (6). Assuming that A(t) has been well-scaled, so 

K 3~1, the size of K1K2 depends on the choice of T(t). Often, a pointwise SVD, or an 

RQ-decomposition with column pivoting, works well (i.e., K4 is not large}, yielding an 

orthogonal T( t). Then, 

where F;t is the Penrose pseudo-inverse. Thus, in a sense K6 reflects essentially the size of 

the problem coefficients. 

(d} Obviously, the bound in {16e) is not always finely tuned. But it shows that if the problem 

is safely transferable to a well-conditioned ODE problem then the original DAE problem is 

well-conditioned. 

(e) In [GrMa], [Ha], [LeMa], the decoupling of the differential and the algebraic solution com

ponents is considered via a projector P( t), which may be related to our T( t) by 

[ o o l 1 
p = T O In. r-. 

We choose {14} because for us it yields a more transparent presentation. Moreover, an 

ODE problem of a reduced size nz is obtained and the usual BVP theory applies, giving 

the conditioning result (16e). This theory involves an nzX nz Green's function with non

singular fundamental solutions. In [LeMa] an nx n Green's function is evolved instead, 

and this is more complicated because singular fundamental solutions and shooting matrices 
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are encountered. {Note that [LeMa] have other uses for their Green's function as well.) 

[I 

For the numerical solution of such problems as {6), {13) and its nonlinear counterpart, 

there are two basic approaches. One is to decouple the differential and the algebraic parts of 

the solution explicitly, as we have just done theoretically. Then a piecewise discontinuous 

approximation space for y( t) may be used as described in §2, and the problem becomes simple. 

However, the decoupling {14), {15) may be expensive (and tricky for nonlinear problems). 

More popular in the literature hitherto has been the approach to not attempt an explicit 

decoupling, but to proceed with a method for stiff ODEs. Such a method necessarily considers 

x(t) to be piecewise continuous, hence approximates y(t) (say by yll"(t)) in a "wrong" space, in 

the sense that y ll"( t) is as smooth as the approximation to z( t). But if the method damps out 

the local error contributions arising from this excess continuity in y ll"( t) then it will still work, 

because an implicit, approximate decoupling of algebraic and differential components results. 

The popular BDF schemes ([Ge], [GePe], [Pe], [LoPe]) derive their phenomenal success for IVPs 

from the fact that they essentially collocate the DAE at each mesh subinterval's right end point 

only. Thus, the algebraic relations (7a) are reproduced exactly at mesh points (cf. §2). This is 

the correct discretization limit when (3a) is considered as a limit of the stiff equation (4), which 

is independent of the sign of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian ::. . Using for instance the back

ward Euler scheme for the test equation 

11' = ).y 

with a step size h such that i>-lh-+oo, we have the damping factor 1
1

_~). 1-+0 regardless of the 

sign of Re(>.). {Care should be taken in designing a local error control, though, because only 

controlling the error in z(t) makes sense.) 
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For BVPs, the BDF schemes can be used to advantage as well in a shooting setting, pro

vided that there is no excess stiffness (in both directions) in the ODE for z( t). However, even 

this procedure, which is relatively simple but has well-known stability difficulties [AMR, §4.2], is 

not entirely straightforward, because only consistent initial and boundary conditions and only 

the differential solution components play a part, strictly speaking, in the shooting matching, and 

the shooting matrix is generally singular. Moreover, while for IVPs a subset of consistent initial 

conditions can be derived from a given set in an automatic manner, for BVPs this task can be 

complicated to perform numerically ( cf. [FlOm]). In general, it appears that some explicit 

knowledge of the decoupling transformation T( t) is necessary for a reasonable numerical method 

for BVPs. 

In view of these considerations, an explicit decoupling of the differential and algebraic solu

tion components may become a favoured option for certain BVPs [Ba]. 

3.1 On symmetric difference schemes 

The possibility that the ODE part in a DAE would have a BVP stiffness (i.e., both fast 

decreasing and fast increasing solution modes, thus preventing an efficient use of a typical IVP 

stiff solver based on, e.g., BDF [AMR, Ch. 10]) has received little attention in the literature 

hitherto. A symmetric difference scheme is often inappropriate for a coarse application to (6), 

(13), since the growth factor of any symmetric scheme has modulus 1 (and not <1) in the limit, 

so any local error (e.g. BC inconsistency) will not be damped out. Unfavourable marginal stabil

ity bounds then result· (AsWe2, Lemma 5.1], [AsWe3], [Ma2]. Still, if the boundary conditions 

are consistent then accurate approximations may usually be obtained, provided that the method 

successfully decouples the algebraic equations from the differential ones. Thus, collocation at 

Lobatto points is rejected in this context, but collocation at Gaussian points is not [Asl]. To 
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explain this further, we consider the most transparent cases which are the midpoint ("box") 

and the trapezoidal schemes. 

The midpoint scheme for (7a,b) reads, m case that Yr is from the same approximation 

space as Z7r, 

(17a) 

- lf2l(t ) Y,+Y;+1 + lJ'l2(t - ) z,+ zi+l + g2(t,•+1;2) 
i+l/2 2 1+1/2 2 (17b) 

(cf. Example 1). An analysis for (17) was carried out in [We], [AsWe2], so we only mention 

Y,+Yi+1 
essential points here. Thus, we can eliminate ---- from the first equation and substitute 

2 

into the second, obtaining an ordinary midpoint scheme for z. Stability and second order con

vergence for Z; then follow (assuming that the BC have been prepared to be in z alone), as 

usual for an ODE. To obtain results for y i as well, discussion reduces to the initial value prob

lem 

(18a) 

as an approximation to the problem 

y = f(t). (18b) 

The solution of the recursion is 

(18c) 

In this we see the unfortunate properties of the scheme, namely, that no error is damped. Hence 

the error is not localized. There is also a linear growth of roundoff error which usually is only of 

theoretical concern. Still, if y1=f(a) (corresponding to setting y(a) explicitly via (7d) in terms 
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of z( a)) and f is smooth then the error is 0( h), and it is 0( h2) if the mesh is locally almost uni

form, i.e. if hi+l = hi(l + 0( hi)) for all i odd or for all i even. 

For (6) the midpoint scheme reads 

Using (14) at ti+l/2 and multiplying through by S-1(ti+1;2), we obtain for 

the system 

rrtl Y,+Yi+l 12 z,+zi+l 1 
0 = u- ( ti+1/2) 

2 
+ U ( ti+1/2) 

2 
+ g ( t;+1;2) + 

h-
+ -f P11( ur-1 r,)(t;+1;2)(xi+i-xi) + o(h;)x; + o(h1)xi+1 , 

where 

(19) 

Comparing this to (17) and considering the marginal stability implied from (18c), attention 

reduces to the IVP for 

(20a) 

where 

(20b) 
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and fi+i/2 is an inhomogeneity. For 

(21a) 

(cf. [Asl] and references therein), (20a) gives 

0 = Yi+i - Yi + M(t- ) Yi+i + Yi + (-1)•+l2h-:-lf, 
h· 1+1/2 2 I 1+1/21 i2'.:1. 

I 

(21b) 

The homogeneous part of (21b) is just a midpoint discretization for the ODE 

,, = -M(t)y, (21c) 

and the usual zero-stability theory of one step schemes for initial value ODEs yields for h small 

enough, 

!Ya+1I ~ K ellMll(t;+i-a) (IY1I + 2IE(-l)i-;f;+1/2I ), 
j=l 

(22) 

K a constant. Subsequently, the results for (17) may be retrieved here too: In f;+l/2 we have 

O(h,) terms in z which sum up to a bounded quantity, terms like F(t;+1; 2) z,+;i+l which also 

sum up to a bounded quantity because of the sign alternation and the smoothness of F(t), and 

0( hn terms in y which are handled by a contraction argument. The details are sufficiently 

close to those of Lemma 5.1 in [AsWe2] so as to eliminate need of repeating them here. For a 

k-stage Gauss collocation (the 1-stage scheme is just the midpoint one), we obtain convergence 

with order reduction, 

zru.uc:IYi-y(t;)I < const(jy1 -y(t1)1 + hk+q) 
I 

(23) 

where q=l if k is odd and the mesh is locally almost uniform, q=O otherwise. 

Remark 
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which is of the semi-explicit form (3). However, what corresponds to U11 there is -J...2A1/). 

Away from junctions we therefore have K5 ~ >.-2 in (16c) and the DAE is close to one of index 

2. (The index is not more than 2 even if >.=O, as before.) 

Still, since there are no time-dependent transformations required to separate the different 

solution components, the IVP for ( 46) can often be satisfactorily discretized using a BDF 

scheme, according to Theorem 37 (or [LoPe]). This observation is borne out in practice. 

In [BCFRS], a scheme based on a combination of a trapezoidal step followed by a BDF 

step of order 2 was proposed, working with the t/J,u,v variables. But our analysis does not lead 

us to recommend this scheme ( cf. [PHSM]). 

Note that, while in the space variable x the dependent variable set t/J,u,v may appear to 

offer an advantage, in time the more natural variable set is 1/),n,p, with 1/J the algebraic and n,p 

the differential solution components. (The other variable set is not so decoupled.) Only initial 

values in n and p need be provided, and it may be argued that a reasonable discretization 

scheme should not require initial values for t/J either. But the closeness of this DAE to one of a 

higher index implies that the situation may be more complex than that covered in §2. If we 

perturb this DAE slightly by setting .\=0 then only initial values for n (or for p, but not both) 

are required, the other variable's initial values being determined by 

p(x,O) = n(x,O) - C(x). (47) 

Thus, if for 0<-X<<l arbitrary initial values are prescribed both for n and for p then this is 

almost an inconsistency and a layer adjustment with a rapid time change in all three dependent 

variables is needed to satisfy (38a) with AVJ not large (cf. [Ri]). No such initial layer in time is 

needed if, given e.g. n(x,O), we prescribe p(x,O) by ( 47) . 
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